COMMERCIAL FLUID ROWER
Commercial value with freedom of self-expression
Guaranteed to exceed quality and value expectations, the NEON Pro Plus commercial indoor rower is engineered to function
at an elite capacity. Built at an honest price point without compromising on premium features, the NEON Pro Plus gets the
balance right between ease of use and the core elements of a competitive rowing machine.
A dynamic choice for group rowing studios, this rower promises to keep motivation strong, encouraging professional rowing
technique with its instant catch and constant resistance. Available in bold yellow, orange, green and black, the changeable
frame complements unique branding requirements and adds an electric vibrancy to any workout space.

Elevated performance for
high intensity fitness classes
The NEON Pro Plus features a double sealed, precision aligned tank shell with a bright
yellow impeller design that achieves 15% greater resistance than standard horizontal
series models. Rapidly scale up interval training intensity with 4 levels of Fluid Force, denoted
by an audible, tactile resistance selector dial.
No detail has been missed with elevated legs for easy on and off access, an ergonomic handle designed for gripping comfort
and an endless seamless glide thanks to wheel brushes that keep dirt and dust away for extended life of product.
If you’re looking to set your studio apart, the NEON Pro Plus caters for beginner through to elite athlete, combining visual
appeal with top function and safety.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS NEON PRO PLUS
Textured finish to
prevent slipping

+ Commercial-grade build with 5-year warranty

Wheel brushes

Multi-level computer

+ 4 x Fluid Force with audible and tactile, manual selector dial
+ Elevated height for easy on-off access, with non-slip contoured seat
+ Seat rail brushes wipe away grit with each glide, protecting life of product
+ Premium ergonomic handle for optimal grip and minimal strain
+ 15% greater resistance than standard horizontal models
+ Multi-level computer with USB connectivity

Elevated
legs
Bold, interchangeable
colour range
Height adjustable foot plates

+ Compact footprint - 2,133 x 321mm (84 x 13”), or upright 680 x 520mm (27 x 20”)
+ Max user weight – 150kg (330lbs)

Double sealed,
precision aligned
twin tank

Audible, tactile,
resistance selector dial
Transport
wheels

New impeller design for greater resistance

MIX AND MATCH

YOUR COLOUR

4 x Fluid Force Plus Tank

Legs elevate height

Audible and tactile resistance selector

Premium ergonomic handle

ABOUT FIRST DEGREE FITNESS
When you use a fitness product made by FDF, you will experience a workout that has been inspired by real life. From rowing a
boat on water to cycling your favourite track, our designs are engineered to simulate exercise you’re passionate about.
Since the launch of our first fluid rower in 2001, we have rapidly developed a reputation as the creators of the world’s finest
rowing ergometers. Distributed in every continent across the globe, our fluid rower range is trusted and loved by athletes,
sports trainers, medical professionals and health conscious individuals.
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FITNESS PRODUCTS
INSPIRED BY REAL LIFE

